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ABSTRACT

Infrared headphone is suitable for use in a house, office and more. It is simple and wireless. Thus 

it is wireless, we still can use it for a long distances.

This infrared headphone consists of the main parts which is the transmitter, receiver and the load. 

Infrared ray is the form of rays between visible color and radio wave producing heat. The 

transmitter produces infrared signal that transmit by the infrared diode at the output. The infrared 

signal is aimed at the receiver and it will trigger its circuit.

At the receiver, the infrared signal will be picked-up by the photo-transistor. Then the transistor 

produce charge carriers at a rate depending on the rate arrival of a cadent radiation at the junction 

of transistor

Then if flow the receiver circuit the load headphone. We will have the same input and output 

signal which is audio form the radio or television.
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OBJECTIVES

The most important thing in doing a project it is the objectives. So, our aimed is to understand 

the operation of the circuit. From here we can increased our knowledge.

Then we have to successfully our project circuit and functions it perfectly. By that we are 

improved our skill in searching, analyzing and interpreting the information, thus to broaden the

use of the project.

Lastly is to make life task more easier and comfortable with latest technologies to explore. In 

doing all this, it will expose us in doing practically work and doing the report.


